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 849803 (GABRIEL BOUYS / AFP) MORE Daily Telegraph As Jamie Foxx sits down to pen the songs that he says could be
his best work yet, he says he’s relishing the challenge. “It’s going to be very fun. I’m very excited. I’m ready for it.” He says his
next record could very well be “unpredictable,” particularly as the 14th studio album from the Grammy Award-winning artist.

Foxx says he’s been inspired by seeing a young Barack Obama on the world stage, and he credits Beyonce and Jay-Z with
helping him articulate his own thoughts. He also considers his current standing as a peer to the late Miles Davis in terms of

reaching new heights. “I wanted to show that I can still be unpredictable like Miles. Like I was saying, this is my best album, but
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Miles was unpredictable. It’s just going to be fun and fresh and all that, but it’s still going to have a certain spark,” he says.Tue,
21 Nov 2016 15:53:36 +0000 Jamie Foxx ever stop being a rapper? The 56 year-old Grammy Award-winning singer-songwriter
says he could continue making music for the rest of his life. “I could do this for a long time,” Foxx told The Associated Press.
“I’m not retiring. I don’t know if I ever would. I really don’t know if I can’t.” However, he says he does hope to focus on other
areas of music making. “I’ve got other things to focus on,” he said. Foxx, a rapper and singer who has been referred to as the

godfather of gangster rap music, recently completed an album with a group called J. Foxx & The Funkatorium. He has also been
touring, making his debut in Australia, with guest appearances by Erykah Badu, who closed the show, and by Mac Miller, whom

he collaborated with on a song for his 82157476af
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